curious,
creative
and concrete

The number one network
in the logistic sector

Communication,
digital
advertising
The only reality in Italy.
There hasn’t been
a network
like this.

The first italian
communication agency
specialized
on the forklift sector,
logistic and cleaning.
A curious, creative
agency but above
all concrete because
our mission is to
gain your aim.

Are you
working
on the
logistic’
sector?

We offer web
marketing’ strategies,
visibility service, press
office,
information’s
diffusion.
Customized
services up to targets
and everyone’s
exigence.

Manufacturers
Brand

Dealers
and retailers
Sector’s
operators

Linked
products brand

The
number one
in Italy on the
logistic’ sector

The top portal to sell and to rent used machines.
Forklifts, facilities and spare parts.

All on new and used
spare parts’ forklifts.

The portal dedicated
to traction’s batteries.
The web portal with
sector’s data and statistics.

The online magazine
dedicated to the logistic sector.
News and useful info.

All
on top!
The dedicated portal to the
forklift’s sector, spare parts
and traction’s batteries.
The greatest italian digital fair
on the logistic with more than
8 million visited pages each year.
Which will be next
Masi Communication’s project?

The portal dedicated
on the products’ news
and sector.

The on line
reference point
for the research,
the sale and the rent
of forklifts, tools
and spare parts.
More than 100.000
announcements that
create the greatest
virtual warehouse
in Italy.
It was born as
portal dedicated to
the used machines
and now it offers
services dedicated
to the new forklifts
and the traction batteries.
Great space
to the brand with
dedicated section
to the single
manufacturer.

Thousands of
registered users
which can sell
their forklifts,
facilities and spare
parts and obtain
more visibility
that otherwise
their sites never
reach.

The online
reference
point.

“An ideal platform
to reach your own target
in a focused,
efficient
and customized way”

+100.000
announcements
+1.200.000
users
+8.100.000
display pages

First
on the
search
engines.

The portal
is on the first
results on Google
and the main
search engines
with the most
important
and widespread
key words.

Always
evolving
Brand

Cooperation
with the main
manufacturers
or sector’s partners.

Traction
batteries

The new section
dedicated to
traction batteries
and estimate
required.

Fairs
and events

Media Partner
of the most important
national and
international fairs.

net
All on new spare parts.
Mechanic and electric spare parts,
accessories, assistance
and sale for all brands.
The site allows to receive
a free estimate from the best brands.

The portal dedicated to new traction
batteries, traction machines and
cleaning machines.
Sale and
assistance of traction batteries
and spare parts. The site offers
a free service for estimate and to obtain
favorable offers from the top sector’s
brands.

The portal is dedicated
to the best forklift’s manufacturers
and the novelties products
of the sector.
The site offers a free estimate service and
to obtain to buy or to rent a new forklift.
The offers arrive from
the best brand of the sector.

TopCarrelli.it is the web portal with data
collection, statistics, opinions and
suggestions.
It’s aim is to disseminate the market data
and to give useful information
to all the sector’s employed.
This project is done in cooperation
with AISEM and ANIMA.

Market monitoring,
data collection
and statistics.

Rapid and on
schedule
information.

The online magazine
dedicated to the logistic’s sector.
Together with the Facebook community
it is one of the largest sector’s windows.
It is one of the greatest core to share
communication, information and discussion
on topics. The editorial staff
publishes and spreads news from
the companies, manufacturers
and it creates laws updates talking
about training, security and
technology.

The success’

numbers
Thousands of sector’s users are searching for forklifts,
facilities and spare parts, traction batteries,
training courses, news and technical information.

15%

spare parts

More than
100.000
used
forklifts
announcements.

22%
facilities

63%
forklifts

are
the
dedica
project
to the
forklift’
world.

6.500

sector’s operators

ated
ts

t’s

1.450.000

400
published
articles
each year

unique users

the first
in Italy
for diffusion
and quality
contacts

8.100.000
displayed pages

5.000.000
minutes of browsing

80.000
over

subscribed to
the newsletter

We
social
The social networks are efficient instruments to reach
hundreds of thousands of people all over Italy. Masi Communication
can count on more than 62.000 fans on Facebook and 35.000 followers
on LinkedIn to spread contents and information on the net.

Great announcements
diffusions,
press releases,
redational,
companies articles
and brand.
Great following
in LinkedIn too,
the greatest
professional
network
in the world.

62.000

fans

1.500.000

35.000

followers

Do you have
a novelty to let
sector’s people know?
We realize social campaign on social media
marketing, contest and viral video to increase
the reached people, the engagement and to better
gain all the opportunities of these instruments.

people
reached

Services
Editorial
support

An editor staff at your disposal
to write and publish news, follow-up
articles and interviews.
Take advantage from the communication
for your company thanks to the online
magazine and blog’s articles.

Social
media

High content publication, advertising
campaign to reach hundreds of thousands of potential customer filtered
by demographic , geographical
datas and interests.

Professional
photos
and video

Photografic services by certificated
professionists. Company presentation
video to be published on Facebook.

Dedicated
brand page

Articles and
guest post

Promotion
and special
events

Banner and
advertising

More visibility, great research
opportunities, brand awareness,
product’s novelty. A unique occasion
to enhance your own specialization.

Conferences, product’s presentation,
Companies anniversaries... We realize
the communication and we give visibility
to your event.

Promote your products, your brand
or specific services with articles
to be published on the online blog.
Companies texts are realized with
specific exigences, interviews, insights
or special promotions; maximum on line
visibility on the reference market.

Lots of opportunities of ADV display for
format, position, importance and target
possibility. Strategic spaces and high impressions number give visibility to you
and create more opportunities to be contacted.

E-mail
marketing

E-mail marketing allows you
to communicate with informative e-mails
to all network’s members.
Thousands of qualified contacts to join
in few time and with the possibility
to filter according to your preference.

our
partners

headquarters
www.masicommunication.com
t. +39 0438 778576 f. +39 0438 1731103
e. info@masicommunication.com
Italian commercial information
Riccardo Breda
riccardo@masicommunication.com
Foreign commercial information
Marika Zanella
sales@masicommunication.com
Head office
San Vendemiano (TV)
Branches
Noventa di Piave (VE)
Mel (BL)

www.masicommunication.com

